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ECONOMIC CULTURE OF THE TRANS-BAIKAL OLD BELIEVERS
The article lists all types o f economic activities o f the Old Believers o f Transbaikalia, which were 

formed during several centuries o f their residence on the territory. The agricultural and agricultural- 
commercial types o f land use are briefly considered.
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In this study, issues of Siberian identity are not accidentally associated with 

the dynamics of the development of ethnic groups. Such a statement of a scientific 

problem reveals itself the essence of the question: “Today, Siberia accounts for 

about 60% of the territory of Russia, but only 16% of its population lives here. In 

European Russia, the population density is 17 people per km2, whereas in Siberia it 

is only 2. Researchers call the sparseness of the population the main reason for the 

unique preservation in Siberia of a multitude of ethnic relics thousands of years 

old. Most of them today are kept at the minimum number limit, but still these 

peoples live, and many of them even slightly increase demographic indicators. As 

a result, a rare ethno-demographic situation has developed in Siberia, when “there 

are a few people and masses of the peoples” [3].

In the South of the Republic of Buryatia and Transbaikal Old Believers' 

local communities have been living, resettled from the European part of the 

Russian Empire during the reign of Catherine II. In Transbaikal, they were exiled 

by their families, so they obtained the name the “Semeiskie”

Under the conditions of mountain-taiga and steppe landscapes, foreign 

ethnic surroundings and transboundary position, the Semeiskie formed the 

traditional life sustenance systems that underwent cultural and political 

transformations during the 20th century, but retained their uniqueness and 

originality. In parallel with the development of traditional management, in local 

communities of the Semeiskie a natural resource management ethics developed, 

combining a careful attitude to nature and a system of spiritual values. The
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territories inhabited by the Semeiskie are the Chikoy, Khilok and Selenga basins, 

which are part of the buffer zone of the Baikal natural territory.

The Semeiskie traditional natural resource management - historically 

established, long-term and environmentally balanced use of resources, suggesting 

the possibility of their restoration - determines the cultural image of the Semeiskie 

and their originality.

The natural environment led to the emergence of two types of life sustenance 

systems of the Semeiskie. The first type is predominantly agricultural, formed in 

the steppe landscapes of the Selenga basin. The second is commercial and 

agricultural, localized in the Chikoy river basin and on the slopes of the 

Malkhansky, Burkalsky, Atsinsky and other small ridges of the Khentei-Chikoy 

highlands. Because of the basin theory [2], the Old Believers of Transbaikal, 

according to the nature of their natural resource management, can be divided into 

two groups - the Semeiskie of Selenga and of Chikoy.

The agricultural type is characterized by the fact that the main occupation 

here was tillage. The Semeiskie, living on the territory of modern Tarbagatai and 

Mukhorshibirsky districts, were engaged mainly in arable farming, truck farming, 

hemp cultivation. Animal husbandry typical for the local Buryat population did not 

become the main activity for the Semeiskie, but it played an important role in life 

sustenance. Agriculture is unthinkable without horses, and meat and dairy products 

have been historically included in the diet of the Russian population.

For two centuries, the occupation by auxiliary crafts of the Selenga Old 

Believers was of secondary nature and did not distract them from cultivating the 

land. One family could be engaged in several crafts, alternating them by seasons. 

For example, in winter they were actively involved in transporting on Kyakhtinsky 

and adjacent roads, and in the summer some family members could be hired by the 

gravel mine. Wage work for the extraction of gold, transporting and other types of 

employment were in many cases relevant, because by the middle of the 19th 

century the population had grown and the problem of lack of arable land appeared
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[1]. Fishing and small-scale household crafts such as blacksmithing, cooperage, 

timbering, and beekeeping have become widespread.

The agricultural-commercial type combines farming and the use of the taiga 

resources. The Semeiskie of Chikoy made plowing of virgin lands on small 

warmed areas of the lower parts of the ridges’ slopes. Animal husbandry, as for the 

Semeiskie of Selenga, had a subsidiary character. In the 19th century Siberian stag 

breeding or velvet antler industry received widespread among the Old Believers of 

Transbaikal, living in the valley of the river Chikoy. The Semeiskie of Chikoy 

favorably sold Siberian stags’ products (horns) to China [4].

Cedar taiga occupies of the most part the territories of modern 

Krasnochikoysky and Bichursky districts, so the walnut craft is still one of the 

most popular. The Semeiskie hunted, collected wild plants in forests. The 

Semeiskie also were hired for mining and gold prospecting.

During the 20th century, the Semeiskie life sustenance systems underwent 

significant transformations associated with collectivization, anti-religious policy of 

the state, agricultural reforms and the period of transition of the Soviet state to a 

market economy. Agriculture reached the greatest scale in the Soviet period [1]. In 

the reorganization of the 1990-th this type of activity fell into disrepair. Some 

ritual traditions were lost.

The Semeiskie Old Believers successfully developed the natural resources 

and landscapes of Transbaikal. Agricultural land, settlements, roads appeared in 

the sparsely populated part of Siberia. Old Believers retained their cultural and 

religious traditions, expressed in a respectful attitude to the land, formed new 

ethical rules of the taiga natural resource management, which is reflected in respect 

for the taiga resources. The presence of rich life-sustenance resources in 

Transbaikal allowed to realize the main value of the Old Believers -  work as a 

spiritual ministry.

Spiritual foundations, deep, carefully preserved by the “Semeiskie”, which 

ensured the stability of the whole complex of their traditions in the conditions of 

intensive changes, allowed us to comprehend the main thing: the spiritual world is
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impossible and not enough to explore as an object! The recognition by science of the 

existence of the spiritual realm as the unmanifested basis of real life processes 

suggests that it is in the ancient teachings that possessed this knowledge that the 

necessary help should be sought. It turns out to be paradoxically simple: it is 

important “not to inform about spiritual phenomena, but to involve” in them.
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ХОЗЯЙСТВЕННАЯ КУЛЬТУРА ЗАБАЙКАЛЬСКИХ
СТАРООБРЯДЦЕВ

В статье перечислены все виды хозяйственной деятельности старообрядцев Забайкалья, 
которые формировались на протяжении нескольких веков их проживания на территории.
Кратко рассмотрены земледельческий и земледельческо-промысловый типы землепользования.
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